he increasing demand for Internet and multimedia services is straining the existing telecommunications infrastructure. A number of technologies such as the local multipoint distribution system (LMDS), broadband via cable TV, digital subscriber loop (DSL), and broadband satellite systems have emerged to fill in the bandwidth demand at the access networks. Among these technologies, satellite systems have the advantage of global reach and inherent broadcast capability, and can provide a cost-effective solution for providing broadband access to end users. A number of next-generation broadband satellite systems operating in the Ka-band have been proposed and are already under development.
he increasing demand for Internet and multimedia services is straining the existing telecommunications infrastructure. A number of technologies such as the local multipoint distribution system (LMDS), broadband via cable TV, digital subscriber loop (DSL), and broadband satellite systems have emerged to fill in the bandwidth demand at the access networks. Among these technologies, satellite systems have the advantage of global reach and inherent broadcast capability, and can provide a cost-effective solution for providing broadband access to end users. A number of next-generation broadband satellite systems operating in the Ka-band have been proposed and are already under development.
In [1, 2] , a survey of various Ka-band satellite systems proposed in the United States, and an overview of the services, technology, and system issues associated with the forthcoming Ka-band satellite systems are provided, respectively. These systems feature user data rates ranging from 16 kb/s to 1 Gb/s, regional and global coverage through intersatellite links, and a large number of small spot beams. The systems propose to employ advanced technologies initially demonstrated by the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) such as hopping beams, onboard demodulation/remodulation, onboard decoding/coding, baseband switching, and adaptive fade control by forward error correction (FEC) coding and rate reduction. Offered services include voice, data, video, imaging, videoconferencing, interactive video, TV broadcast, multimedia, global Internet, messaging, and trunking. Due to the current dominance of Web/Internet-based software, a large portion of these applications will run over the IP protocol suite. While the IP protocols dominate the end systems attached to the satellite terminals, a majority of the proposed systems plan to use asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) as the link layer technology for interconnecting satellite terminals over the satellite. This is mainly because of the use of a fast packet switch onboard the satellites, the inherent operation of satellite FEC over fixedlength packets, and the fact that at the time of design of these systems ATM was viewed as the dominant future network technology. The long lead time from the design of satellite systems to development, launching, and service usually prevents the latest technology from being implemented, and in this case has led to an ATM-based transport technology as opposed to IP switching (multiprotocol label switching, MPLS).
Earlier work on network architecture aspects of these systems has focused on ATM-based fixed and mobile network architectures for designing multiservice satellite networks [3] [4] [5] , and traffic management and performance issues associated with carrying TCP/IP traffic over an ATM-based satellite network [6] [7] [8] [9] . The focus of this article is on network-layer routing architecture design and interworking between the IPbased network layer and ATM-based link layer in future satellite systems, an area in which not much work has been done.
Achieving a scalable IP/ATM interworking and IP routing architecture in these systems is a challenge when the number of nodes served by one satellite is very large. The proposed systems target as high as several hundred thousand satellite terminals per satellite region in their business plans. Since
Over the past several years, a number of new satellite systems have been proposed to provide high-speed Internet and multimedia services to businesses and home users. These proposals have been driven by the desire of network operators to reach end users that do not have cost effective access to other alternatives such as fiber, DSL, and cable, and by the availability of new spectrum (Ka-band) for use by new satellite services. The proposed systems generally employ multiple high-power spot beams, an onboard fast packet switch, and a demand-assigned multiple access scheme to provision IP-based services. In this article we concentrate on a geosynchronous satellite system where packet transport and switching within the satellite system are based on ATM. We describe an IP/ATM interworking and IP routing architecture that is driven by three main requirements: (1) the ability to support ATM SVCs between hundreds of thousands of satellite terminals by a single ATM switch located onboard; (2) a scalable IP routing architecture that does not result in large volumes of routing traffic to be transported over the satellite; and (3) the ability to segment the satellite terminals for routing and administrative control by ISPs and enterprise networks.
T T permanent full-mesh connectivity between this many terminals is not necessary and certainly not feasible, ATM switched virtual connections (SVCs) must be used. The satellite system must provide a mechanism for SVC connectivity that is coupled with IP routing, and can resolve IP addresses to ATM addresses and provide a shortcut SVC across the satellite system to a destination when desired (subject to administrative connectivity constraints).
As satellite terminals enter or leave the system and ATM SVCs are established and released between them, routers embedded in the terminals or located behind them discover new neighbors and may exchange IP routing information. Since these events can happen very frequently when the number of satellite terminals is on the order of hundreds of thousands, the volume of routing traffic exchanged over the satellite and the number of routes the terminals have to manage can become excessive. Therefore, it is necessary to design the IP routing architecture of these systems such that full-mesh IP routing information exchange is prevented.
Furthermore, given the large geographic reach of a satellite network, the ability to segment the satellite terminals for routing and administrative control (e.g., by ISPs and enterprise networks) is a requirement. This needs to be accomplished in a manner that does not preclude the use of the shared capacity resources and the ability to provide mesh connectivity across satellite terminals belonging to different routing or administrative domains.
The IP/ATM interworking and IP routing architecture we describe in this article achieves IP routing and IP/ATM address translation scalability, relieves the customer networks from the overhead of managing routes, and allows centralized administrative policy enforcement by integrating IP/ATM routing and address resolution functions in system components called satellite route servers (SRSs) . In what follows we first provide an overview of the satellite system components and their functions, and then describe the IP/ATM interworking architecture for carrying IP traffic over the ATM-based satellite transport layer. Subsequently, we describe an IP routing architecture centered around the concept of SRSs with emphasis on providing routing flexibility, route optimization, routing traffic and table size minimization, and provisioning of private IP networks as an overlay within a shared satellite system.
Satellite Network Architecture
The network architectures described in this article relate primarily to the network-layer aspects of system implementation, and in particular to the provision of IP-based services. These system architectures are developed around the use of multibeam satellites which are part of geostationary earth orbit (GEO) constellation systems. The satellites have onboard switching capabilities, allowing direct interconnection between satellite terminals located in any satellite beam. Within a designated service coverage region, network management, onboard switch control, service access, routing, and IP/ATM address translation functions are managed by a network control center (NCC). The NCC hosts a network management system, a switching control system (SCS), and an SRS. The SCS manages the establishment and control of satellite ATM connections between terminals across the system. The SRS is responsible for service management, routing, enforcing routing policies and connectivity constraints, and IP/ATM address translation. 1 Different physical-layer communications techniques, such as multifrequency/time-division multiple access (MF/TDMA) or code-division multiple access (CDMA), may be employed within the satellite system. The satellite communications link layer and switching infrastructure are based on ATM technology. The ATM network infrastructure provides permanent, semi-permanent, or on-demand network interconnections that support a wide range of quality of service (QoS). Figure 1 provides an overview of the system for the case of a GEO satellite providing service access within a designated service coverage region.
There are two types of satellite terminals: user and gateway. User terminals provide the satellite access through which remote networks or hosts are able to interconnect to internets or intranets within public or private networks. The interconnection of networks via the satellite system can be through user-user, gateway-gateway, or user-gateway terminal connections. A key feature of the system is the ability to support a very large number of user terminals.
User terminals implement edge node functionality to provide the routing and control information exchange needed to support the interconnection of hosts, networks, or autonomous systems (ASs) through the satellite system. They will also communicate with the SCS to establish permanent virtual connections or SVCs through the system. Each user terminal is uniquely identifiable within the system independent of the network nodes for which it provides interconnection access. A user terminal's private network affiliation(s) is identified through private network identifiers maintained as part of its subscription information.
Gateway terminals are the system elements that provide the primary interconnection interfaces between the networks sups Figure 1 . Satellite system architecture. ported by user terminals and external internets and intranets within fixed public or private networks. They may provide interconnection to multiple independent private and public networks, and support multiple networking protocols to allow the interworking of different service applications between hosts or networks connected across the satellite system. Switched or permanent gateway-to-gateway connections are also supported within the system. Each gateway terminal is uniquely identifiable within the system independent of the network nodes or ASs for which it provides interconnection access. A gateway terminal's private network affiliation(s) is identified through private network identifiers maintained as part of its subscription information. All IP service access, routing, and IP/ATM address translation functions within a particular region are controlled through the SRS. The SRS and onboard switch together can be thought of as a router, the SRS being responsible for routing and the onboard switch for forwarding. The SRS maintains routing and control databases for routing and access control of satellite terminals operating within its service region. The SRS will have access to subscription information for all satellite terminals in the network. This subscription information is central to determining routing information exchange, and permissible routing and data forwarding configurations between the SRS and the satellite terminals. In the case of satellite private networks the SRS will have access to the private network identifiers maintained as part of subscription information to determine a satellite terminal's network affiliation. Satellite terminals and network nodes belonging to the same private network share common administrative and routing policies.
The subscription information databases used by the SRS may be derived from standard telecommunications data registers such as a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) home location register (HLR) or Directory Enabled Network (DEN) databases. The use of standardized databases will allow flexible service access control, ease of service provisioning, globally extendable architecture, reuse of certain established network security provisions, and seamless integration with terrestrial networks.
An ATM-Based Transport Network
The described satellite transport architecture supports the end-to-end connection of IP service connections. Within the satellite network architecture, control information is exchanged between the satellite terminals and the SRS for IPbased service routing or interconnection. The satellite-specific system elements participate in routing information and address management and resolution exchanges, as necessary, to support the end-to-end IP network services over the ATMbased satellite transport network.
All satellite terminals are identified by ATM end system addresses acquired during service subscription. When the ATM address of the destination satellite terminal is available, switched connections can be established between two satellite terminals using standard ATM signaling procedures provided that there is no administrative connectivity restriction between them. The ATM connections between satellite terminals are switched through the satellite under SCS control. Figure 2 illustrates the IP-ATM satellite network architecture from the perspective of routing and data forwarding using ATM. The satellite terminals provide network router functionality for their supported IP networks and exchange IP routing information with the SRS. Terminals may also be implemented without router functionality where that functionality is provided by an externally connected router which communicates with the SRS. The satellite terminals and SRS also implement the Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP) to provide IP-ATM address resolution [10] . Terminal subscription data is used to map the unique terminal identifiers with their IP network router addresses provided as part of the routing information exchanges with the SRS.
In this architecture, the SRS stores all IP-ATM address mappings for all IP routes it has learned in a server called the NHRP server (NHS). Satellite terminals act as NHRP clients (NHCs) and send NHRP requests to the NHS to determine the ATM address of the closest next-hop satellite terminal toward an IP destination. When requests are received at the SRS, the SRS is able to couple its stored routing address mappings with the subscription of the requesting satellite terminal to determine the ATM address that is returned. IP-ATM address mappings can thus be provided in keeping with the private network affiliation of the satellite terminal from which the request originated. This use of subscription information in conjunction with the NHRP operation adds to the service configuration flexibility of the system. There are two possibilities for the scope of ATM address resolution provided by the NHS:
• The NHS can give the ATM address of a satellite terminal that is the closest exit point from the satellite network to the IP destination.
• The NHS can give the ATM address of an ATM node outside the satellite network that is closest to the IP destination based on communication between multiple NHSs along the routed path. This continuity across the satellite and terrestrial ATM networks will rely on ATM routing information exchange between the networks. Figure 3 illustrates the ATM connection establishment signaling for the IP-over-ATM connectivity shown in Fig. 2 . Upon receipt of an IP packet at a new IP destination from its terrestrial interface, the satellite terminal sends an NHRP request message to the SRS asking for the ATM address of the satellite terminal to which an ATM connection should be established. The SRS examines the satellite terminal's subscription to determine if a connection to the requested IP address is permitted and to determine the ATM node that may be utilized based on the satellite terminal's subscription profile. Private network subscription will be evaluated by the SRS in determining permitted network connectivity. If a connection to the requested IP destination can be established, an NHRP response with the ATM address of the designated satellite terminal is returned to the requesting satellite terminal. That ATM address is then used to initiate ATM connection establishment based on usernetwork interface (UNI) signaling [11] between the satellite terminal and the SCS. While the user terminal-SCS signaling would be based on UNI signaling, the gateway terminal-SCS signaling could use network-network interface (NNI) signaling such as the ATM Forum's private NNI (PNNI) signaling protocol. Other ATM signaling protocols such as Broadband User Part (B-ISUP) signaling can be used at the interfaces between the gateway terminals and the terrestrial public networks.
The Q.2931 SETUP message sent to the SCS from the satellite terminal includes the addresses of the two ATM end nodes of the connection and other pertinent information (ATM adaptation layer, QoS parameters, traffic parameters, bearer capability, etc.) related to the requested connection characteristics. Upon receipt of the SETUP message, the SCS examines the subscription profiles of the origination and destination satellite terminals to determine the conditions under which the requested connection is to be established. The requested connection characteristics must be consistent with the satellite terminal's subscribed QoS. In addition, the state of resource utilization within the system and at the destination node will be used to determine the type of resources allocated for the connection. The SCS will reply to the satellite terminal's SETUP message with a CALL PROCEEDING message indicating that the SETUP message has been received and the connection setup is being processed. Information about the allocated connection resources is returned to the satellite terminal in the CON-NECT message once the connection setup has been processed.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the address resolution phase of the connection establishment results in an additional round-trip delay. This delay can be eliminated by combining the address resolution and connection establishment phases since both the SRS and SCS are located at the NCC, and by caching IP-ATM address resolution information at the satellite terminals.
Routing Architecture
Scalability and the ability to segment the satellite terminals for routing and administrative control are the main requirements for the routing architecture described. Scalability is achieved by avoiding the use of a mesh topology for routing information exchange between satellite terminals, and instead having routes managed centrally at the SRS. The use of an SRS reduces the volume of IP routing information exchanged over the satellite further as it provides routing information to satellite terminals only on an as needed basis. The SRS is equipped with subscriber databases to allow administrative control and perform policy based routing. In what follows we describe the various ways in which the SRS can be configured to support different routing protocols and scenarios in the satellite system, explain how private networks can be implemented by policy-based routing, and illustrate the scalability of the SRS approach.
Routing Protocol Options
Multiple interconnection and routing protocol options exist for the exchange of IP network routing information among terminal router nodes and the SRS. Internal and external routing protocols may be applicable depending on the network system domain and peer relationships of the nodes involved in the exchange. The satellite system design is flexible enough to accommodate all possible interconnections and terminal network domain specifications. Figure 4 shows the potential routing protocol connections that may be established between the SRS and satellite terminals in the system. The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol is used as a representative interior gateway protocol (IGP) [12] . Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used as the exterior gateway protocol (EGP) with Internal-BGP (I-BGP) between autonomous system border routers (ASBRs) of the same AS and External-BGP (E-BGP) between ASBRs belonging to different ASs [13] .
User terminal 1 (UT1) represents an area border router (ABR) of an AS in which the SRS also belongs. OSPF is thus run between UT1 and the SRS for the exchange of routing s Figure 3. ATM (Q.2931) 
A Routing Scenario For an Internally Defined SRS AS
In this routing configuration, the SRS is logically divided into a number of partitions where each partition acts as an internal routing node of a different AS. Thus, routing exchange between these ASs and the SRS is based on OSPF. The OSPF exchanges within the AS allow internal area connectivity to be defined and provides for optimal routing to external networks. These ASs can reach external networks via satellite terminals as well as through terrestrial connections. In addition to global routing information, the SRS will have access to information on the utilization of all satellite network resources and sanity of all satellite network components. This allows SRS to route outgoing traffic with the objective of minimizing satellite link cost in addition to minimizing external path cost when there are multiple exit points within the confines of the defined routing policies which are also available to the SRS. The SRS can use a metric that combines external path cost and satellite link cost to achieve this objective. Figure 5 illustrates a network where the SRS acts as an internal routing node of AS 1. In this network interconnection scenario networks within AS 1 have multiple options for accessing external networks. In this routing configuration, multiple satellite terminal-connected networks can be reached via the SRS. The SRS maps external AS routes from these satellite terminals into internal OSPF routes. Terrestrial ASs exchange routing information with the SRS common AS via satellite terminals operating as ASBRs and using E-BGP. The routes advertised from terrestrial ASs to the SRS AS may include routes learned from other ASs in addition to local AS routes. The SRS learns and stores all global Internet routes via these E-BGP sessions. Having this global routing information, the SRS can find the best exit point (e.g., gateway or user terminal) for outgoing traffic on a per-IP-destination basis. For a particular IP destination, the best exit point would be the satellite terminal that minimizes the external path cost (e.g., number of hosts) to the destination within the confines of defined routing policies. As an ASBR for AS 1, the SRS will also run I-BGP with the other ASBRs within the AS. This I-BGP exchange with router R1 will need to be supported through UT2.
AS 1, shown in Fig. 5 , can be configured as a private network such that each user terminal is restricted to communicating only with other members of the private network defined at subscription. In this routing configuration the SRS is able to limit the routing information that must be maintained by the user terminals that are members of the private network since inter-area as well as external traffic must flow through the SRS. This routing configuration also minimizes the amount of routing information that must be transmitted over the satellite connection. The SRS is also able to limit or control data forwarding based on the subscription profile of the particular user terminal. Private network control can therefore easily be implemented.
A Routing Scenario for an Externally Defined SRS AS
In this routing configuration, the SRS acts as a separate AS. Routing exchange between the SRS and other ASs is based on E-BGP. The SRS provides summary LSAs for networks s Figure 4 . Terminal routing protocol options. reachable from satellite user terminals or gateway terminals to the Internet or other connected ASs. Figure 6 illustrates a routing configuration in which UT1 and UT2 are routers of AS 1 that are external to the SRSdefined AS (AS 6). E-BGP is supported between the SRS and UT1 and UT2. The operation of UT1 and UT2 as ASBRs of AS 1 with an alternative terrestrial ASBR may require that they receive complete routing information from the SRS. This restricts the potential to minimize the routing information maintained at the user terminals. Also as shown, the user terminals within AS 1 will be required to internally support OSPF as well as I-BGP routing exchanges. This internal connectivity may occur over satellite links between UT1 and UT2. Private networks can easily be supported as described in the previous routing configuration. If BGP multiprotocol extensions are used, the SRS can maintain routing information for privately specified addresses belonging to network nodes connected to UT1 and UT2. These private networks are given global IP addresses which can then be maintained as part of the SRS routing information.
Scalability of the Routing Architecture
Router CPU and memory requirements, and the network bandwidth consumed in routing exchanges are important determinants of a system's routing scalability. A centralized SRS that provides each connected router with a single adjacency greatly reduces the connectivity.
Consider the case of the OSPF protocol in which the SRS and terminal-connected routers form a transit routing area across the satellite system. The implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm is O(n 2 ) for a network supporting mesh or partial mesh interconnectivity among routing nodes. Therefore, as the number of terminal-connected routers increase, the CPU requirement for route processing at each router will increase significantly. The memory requirements for supporting the routing databases will also accordingly increase. Given the ability of the satellite system to support mesh connectivity among nodes, the bandwidth requirements for routing will also be O(n 2 ). The SRS, by providing a star-connected routing hub, significantly reduces the CPU and memory requirements of connected routers by eliminating mesh routing exchanges and providing each router with a point-to-point link to the SRS. For each router the mesh-connected routing area is effectively reduced to a single point-to-point transit area where the SRS is viewed as having interfaces to all other routers in the satellite transit area. Similarly, the network bandwidth requirements can be reduced to O(2n) by aggregating routing information at the SRS and providing an aggregate LSA to the connected network routers. Figure 7 shows the effect of the bandwidth scalability impact of the SRS on an example OSPF network. The assumption in this example is of an extreme case in which each of the connected terminal routers is an ABR and advertise 2000 ASexternal LSAs (the mean of the maximum number of AS-external LSAs from [14] ) into the satellite transit routing area (under data assumptions given in [15] ).
The SRS provides for network scalability while still preserving the direct mesh traffic capability of the satellite system. The SRS allows for a star-connected routing network for exchange of routing information among routers while maintaining mesh connectivity for forwarded data traffic through the implementation of IPto-ATM address resolution. For a given network of terminals the SRS, as a hub within the star-connected routing network, is able to derive a routing table that describes the complete reachability of networks across the satellite system. In the routing configuration each router has the SRS as its nexthop router. However, for traffic forwarding the ATM switching elements of the satellite terminals can be provided with IP-to-ATM address resolution information from the SRS NHS which allows for direct mesh traffic connectivity (subject to administratively defined constraints). The NHS is thus able to provide direct cutthrough paths by ignoring the presence of the SRS routing function for purposes of traffic forwarding. 
Conclusions
In this article we describe IP routing and IP/ATM interworking architectures for ATM-based satellite networks currently under development. These systems are being developed with the expectation of serving on the order of 100,000 satellite access terminals in one satellite region. Considering the fact that a single satellite hop can provide direct connectivity between any two terminals, and that connections can be established and terminated dynamically, it is clear that the routing architecture must scale well with the number of satellite access terminals.
In the architecture described, scalability is achieved by integrating IP routing and IP-ATM address resolution functions in the SRSs. Avoiding the use of a mesh topology for routing information exchange and having the SRS provide routing information only on an as needed basis significantly reduces routing traffic. The star network configuration of the satellite system allows the SRS to be designated by the default router for those satellite terminals within a commonly defined AS. This results in reduction or elimination of the requirement to maintain extensive routing information at the satellite terminals. SRSs are further equipped with subscriber databases that allow subscriber-specific policy enforcing in interconnecting different access terminals. SRSs can also maintain system state information such as link status and congestion levels. Having access to external routing information and satellite link status and congestion information allows least cost routing to the external network and within the satellite network.
While in this article we focused on IP routing and IP/ATM interworking architectures for future satellite systems, other important issues that have to be addressed are the impact of satellite delay on TCP throughput, mapping of IP QoS to an appropriate satellite bearer service, and utilizing the inherent broadcast nature of satellite systems in supporting IP multicast. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has already addressed the TCP throughput issue by defining TCP options such as window scaling and selective acknowledgments; however, more work needs to be done regarding the operation of these schemes in a dynamic demand-assigned capacity environment. Work must also be done to better support IP QoS and IP multicast in future satellite systems. As stated earlier, one of the reasons for using ATM as the transport and switching technology in the systems currently under development was the view, at the time of design of these systems, that ATM would be the prevailing network technology. Since then this view has changed considerably. For satellite systems being designed today, interoperability with MPLS-based external networks is an important requirement. Furthermore, consideration must be given for use of MPLS-based onboard switching and connection control.
